
These questions are based on  in . The solutions can be found by learning 
on the . Each answer starts with the question’s designated letter (i.e. the answer to

the “ ” riddle begins with an “ ”, the answer to “ ” begins with a “ ”).
Answers and sources are printed on the back.

Questions
A king is permitted to amass enough
money to pay for this

 are responsible to ensure that
visitors leave with food and this

It is forbidden to plant a tree or to do
this on  (double answer)

Word written on crossroads

 unsuccessfully relied on this man The first step in losing a battle is this

 of a house happens when a person
does this in it

Although written in singular form, 
views many of these as though they
were only one

The throne is inherited by the son if
he meets this qualification

Although written in singular form, in
the  it usually refers to two

This word teaches that any  can
offer his own  at any time

 get three parts of a slaughtered
animal because of this man’s heroic
deed

Saying  provides  this
to give them success in war

An encounter with this animal is viewed
by some people to be a bad omen

The western side of the  is called
the land of this

Sharp tool used to sever the head of
the 

A judge may not show favoritism even
when listening to these

One of the tools used by a  to
promote compliance with the ’s
decision 

This  is compared to This terrible  follows the
transgression of the  to hate

Officers in the army discourage their
troops from retreating by using this
tool against their legs

Kings of enemy nations make noise using
this piece of armor



Answers
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